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Why do Carving Stations give us the BLUES?  Cleaning and sterilizing them is a
nightmare.  Storing them is a nightmare.  Juices run all over the place.  What's a poor boy to
do?

The answer is simple.  Get a SMART Carving Station.

Cleaning and sterilizing is simple.  Put it in the dishwasher.  The heat lamp is removable
within seconds.  No tools needed.  All parts of the carving station that touch food are
dishwasher safe.  When not in use, stack 4 of them on top of each other WITH the heat lamps
attached.  Remove the heat lamps and stack as many as 15 carving station bases together!
Heat lamps can hang separately on hooks on the wall.  Under the carving surface is a
reservoir to collect juices.  Carving surface also has an extra wide area for pushing scraps into
the reservoir.  Heat lamp housing rotates 360° at a 10° angle.  Run as many as 8 units on one
standard 110V, 20amp circuit.

Make life better and do it the SMART way.

Additional Information:

Carving Station Footprint:  24.25"x23"x.25"

Base weight:  7 lbs.
Base plus Carving Surface weight:  12 lbs.
Base Height:  2.375"

Height of 4 Complete Units Stacked:  35"
Height of 15 Base Units w/o lamps Stacked:  36"

Carving Station is made of 18-10 Stainless Steel.  Carving surface is NSF and dishwasher
safe.  This unit is 110V.

Specifications
Carton quantity 1
Dimensions (L x W x H) 24" x 24" x 26"
Weight 18 lbs.

Features
  Elegantly Durable   — Designed from heavy gauged polished stainless.
  Replacement parts and service   — Protecting your investment for years to come.
  Stainless Steel   — Resistant to scratches or other surface damage.

  — Resistant to rust, corrosions and interactions with acidic foods.
  — Food safe and easy to clean.
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